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1. INTRODUCTION 
Previous manned Mars mission studies have indicated that many gaps 
exist in  our knowledge of the environment of Mars, to the extent that basic 
manned mission modes cannot be selected with certainty and specific designs 
prepared, because of lack of realistic design criteria. Advanced planning 
studies for this mission will also be handicapped until more complete data on 
the planet become available. 
As-a result, a study of the sensitivity of the manned Mars mission to the 
Martian and Cismartian environment, and a definition of the experiments and 
unmanned spacecraft to acquire the necessary environment pcdasweme,ds, 
was cc?m.pletcd for the N A S A  A m e s  Research Center under Contract NAS 2-2478. * 
The general goals of the study were to: 
that can influence the planning and design of the manned Mars mission, and to  
establish qualitative 3nd quantitative relationships between uncertainties in the 
environmental factors and the design of the manned systems; designs of 
unmanned systems to obtain the necessary environmental information were 
prepared. 
identify those environmental factors 
2. OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of the study are: 
1. 
2. 
Identify the Martian environmental factors that influence the planning 
and design of manned Mars mission systems. 
Establish the sensitivity of the manned Mars mission system to 
uncertainty in the Martian and Cismartian environment. 
Define experiments and instrumentation required to  make the 
necessary measurements of the significant environmental factors. 
Design unmanned systems to  evaluate the Martian and Cismartian 
environment, based on the priorit ies established from the sensi- 
tivity analyses. 
3. 
4. 
3. ASSUMPTIONS AND METHODS O F  APPROACH 
Characteristics were established for typical M a r s  stopover missions for 
the range of opportunities from 1975 through 1990, nominally using the Mars  
orbiting rendezvous technique. 
low-altitude Earth orbit and, after reaching Mars ,  decelerate into a circular 
parking orbit using either aerodynamic o r  retrobraking. After a stopover of 
10 days, the spacecraft departs for Earth after recovering the Mars excursion 
module with its landing party. 
without stopover, and direct descent to the surface of M a r s  were considered. 
The spacecraft was assumed to depart f rom a 
Alternate modes involving flyby of the planet 
+This contract was performed under the cognizance of Mr. Ray Savin, OART 
Mission Analysis Division, at the Ames Research Center. 
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Chemical and nuclear propulsion configurations were included. 
t r ip  t imes varied between approximately 400 and 450 days. Weight scaling 
laws were developed for representative vehicle systems and used as a basis 
for selecting optimum combinations of calendar dates, flight time and total 
t r ip  time to minimize total spacecraft weight in Ear th  orbit. 
Having selected typical mission profiles and representative manned 
spacecraft  systems,  nominal Martian and Cismartian environments were 
established, and upper and lower l imits estimated for each factor. The 
principal environmental factors considered were: atmosphere, nuclear 
cosmic radiation environment, and meteoroids. 
important factors, several  other elements were found to exert  an influence 
e” the desigc of the manned ,h;lars V J P ~ ~ C ~ P ,  for exa~~lple ,  winds encountered 5. ~ 
the lander craft; the degree and nature of the ionosphere, which can influence 
communications ; the bioc ont aminat ion environment , which can influence the 
operations of the lander teams; topological features,  which have a strong 
bearing on the selection of lander si tes and the mobility of surface rovers; 
and a possible ionization l aye r  n e a r  the surface of Mars,  which can influence 
the design of electrical. equipment in the excursion module. The establish- 
ment of ranges of uncertainties in various environmental factors was a 
principal difficulty in the study. 
vehicle weight in Ear th  orbit to uncertainties in the environment, 
sensitivity factors were combined in an  appropriate manner to give the overall 
change in vehicle weight in Earth orbit to specific changes in the Martian o r  
Cismartian environment. 
Based upon the results of the sensitivity analyses, the requirements for  
instrumentation and experiments to acquire the necessary measurements of the 
Martian environment were established. 
accomplish the required experiments. 
techniques were specified where these appeared to be  adequate, however, in 
many cases new experimental techniques were called for ,  particularly in the 
adequate definition of the meteoroid environment. 
ground-based experiments, particularly on the effects of nuclear radiation 
shielding, were also strongly indicated. 
craft  to acquire the necessary measurements in the Cismartian and Martian 
environments. The designs considered include’those suitable for launch with 
the Atlas Agena systems (Mariner IV), extending up to the la rger  spacecraft 
suitable for launch with the Saturn IB Centaur-class systems. 
modes were considered including flyby, flyby with entry capsule or  survivable 
landers and orbi ters  with entry capsules o r  survivable landers. 
tions were then made for  a sequence of unmanned missions to acquire the 
nece s sary-environmental data measurements . 
Overall 
Although these are the most 
J 
A sensitivity analysis was performed to determine the changes in overall  
These 
A l is t  of instruments was prepared to 
Existing o r  developed experiment 
Necessary and related 
The final phase of the study was devoted to the design of unmanned space- 
Various vehicle 
Recommenda- 
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A brief summary of 
Solar Cosmic Radiation 
4. RESULTS 
results achieved is given below. 
Solar r aidat ion environment models were established and uncertainties 
The possible radiation dose to be encountered by the crew as a estimated. 
result  of galactic and 50hr cosmic radiations is indicated in Chart 1 for a 
shield thickness of 22 gm/sq cm. 
calculations a r e  indicated. 
associated statist ical  uncertainty in the number of flares is about 15 percent. 
As noted, one relativistic f lare of the February 1956 type was assumed; 
although this type of f lare  is rare, it i s  possible that two such f lares  would be 
experienced, introducing an uncertainty of about 40 rads into the expected dose. 
The pr imary source of dosage in the t r ip  will be due to 3+ f la re  events. A 
source uncertainty of about 15 rads may beassumed, and a calculation un- 
certainty of about 60 rads (based upon a survey of several  shield effective- 
ness  calculation techniques and upper l imits on the amount of secondaries). 
A total integrated dose of about 179 rads could be experienced from this 
source. 
The total t r ip  dose, nominally 172 rads,  could reach 330 rads. If the 
radiation dose is to be reduced to the original value of 172 rads,  shielding 
thickness should be increased from 22 to 35 gm/sq  cm, 
weight in Ear th  orbit would increase by 3 .  5 percent a s  a result. 
crew recovery factor. A 90 percent recovery factor reduces shield thickness 
to 10 gm/sq cm. A nominal dose with no recovery increases shieldthickness 
to 22 gm/sq cm with a spacecraft weight penalty of 4.8 percent. 
radiation data upon which the recovery factor is based a r e  not applicable 
to manned planetary missions. 
sive Earth- based experiment program be initiated to resolve these uncertain- 
t ies.  
Uncertainties in the sources and in the 
For a year 's  mission the use of an average f lare  is justified, and the 
The spacecraft gross  
Additional uncertainties in shield weight a r e  introduced by the assumed 
Indications a r e  that a 90 percent recovery factor is optimistic because 
It is strongly recommended that a comprehen- 
Meteoroid Environment 
ih these models assumed based upon the data currently available, principally 
f rom Earth-based radar and visual observations of meteoroids. Pri'ncipal 
uncertainties l ie in the extension of the meteoroid f l u x  models to the flux 
leveld and velocity spectra applicable to interplanetary space between Earth 
and Mars and to the near-Mars environment. 
Meteoroid environment models were established and possible uncertainties 
3 
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CHART 1 
RADIATION DOSAGES 
EVENTS 
INTEGRATED 
DOSE 
DOSE ON MARS SURFACE 
GALACTIC COSMIC RAYS/WEEK 0.17 RAD 
SOLAR COSMIC RAYS/WEEK 0.25 RAD 
ONE RELATIVISTIC FLARE 40.0 RAD 
TOTAL WEEKLY TRIP DOSE 40.4 KAD 
DOSE IN TRANSIT 
GCR 9 RAD PER YR 
SCR 104 RAD PER YR 
TOTAL YEARLY DOSf (RAD) I53 
TOTAL TRIP DOSE (RAD) 172 
SOURCE 
UNCERT. 
- 
- 
+ 40 RAD - 
- 
+ 15 RAD 
+ 55 
58 
- 
- 
INTEGR 
CALC DOSE PLUS 
UNCERT UNCERT - 
+ 5 RAD 14 RAD 
+ 60RAD 179 RAD 
4 89 2537 
t loo 330 
The influence on the weight of the manned Mars  vehicle of uncertainties 
in the meteoroid models of approximately one order  of magnitude were 
determined. 
models are based is correct ,  vehicle weight penalties can amount to about 
7. 5 percent. 
applicable experiments must be devised and performed on precursor  missions 
to reduce this uncertainty. 
ment must be established i n  order to acquire meaningful data for ahielding 
design criteria.  
ment proposed by TRW (meteoroid flash detector) can yield data on the masses, 
velocities, and heliocentric trajectory characterist ics of the particles, fo r  
s izes  of particles applicable to  the design of the manned system. 
approach should be explored for application to precursor  missions. 
Assuming that the velocity spectra  upon which the shielding 
In view of the significant effect on manned system weight 
Basically new approaches to the measurement of the meteoroid environ- 
The approach to the measurement of the meteoroid environ- 
This 
Atmospheric Environment 
models and uncertainty in these models (10 to 132 mb). 
corridor was established for each model as a function to lift-to-drag ratio 
capability of the vehicle, so that lift-to-drag ratio requirements could be 
established for various degrees of uncertainty. 
Atmospheric entry corridors were established for the various atmosphere 
The width of the 
A summary of the corr idor  capabilities for  a vehicle lift-to-drag ratio 
of 0.3 is given in Chart 2 for  an exit velocity of 11,000 fps, which applies to 
braking into a low altitude circular orbit. 
maneuvers have been calculated and found to be negligible, assumilg sensors  
capable of detecting relatively low deceleration levels and a 10-second rolling 
time. 
Estimates of allowances for rolling 
4 
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CHART 2 
CORRIDOR PERFORMANCE (L/D = 0.3) 
EkODEL 
SCHILLING 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
SCHILLING 
-3 
UNCERTAINTY 
NONE 
NONE 
NONE 
IO PERCENT UNCERTAINTY I N  SCALE HEIGHT 
i0 PiRCii. i i  i i i . iCiRiAiiTY ii4 DEMiTY 
IO PERCENT UNCERTAINTY IN SCALE HEIGHT 
A N D  DENSITY 
WORST COMBINATION OF SCHILLING A N D  
MODEL 3 SCALE HEIGHTS 
WORST COMBINATION OF SCHILLING A N D  
MODEL 3 DENSITIES 
WORST COMBINATION Of SCHILLING A N D  
MODEL 3 ATMOSPHERES 
CORRIDOR (km) 
87.2 
74.5 
66.0 
69.2 
7i.E 
66.4 
53.7 
49.4 
21.9 
(46.4)' 
* l / D  = 0.4 
The corr idors  for  the nominal cases  range from 87 km for  the upper 
limit atmosphere and 66 km for the low density (10 mb) atmosphere. 
Model 2 atmosphere is combined in the most adverse manner with the Schilling 
Upper Limit o r  Model 3 atmospheres, the corridor is reduced from 74 km to 
49 km. If the worst combination of Schilling Upper Limit and Model 3 
atmospheres is assumed, the corridor reduces to approximately 22 km (this 
value increases to 43 km if vehicle lift-to-drag ratio is increased to 0.4). 
to-drag ratio are considerably greater  than corr idors  required for onboard 
navigation systems, which were shown in pr ior  studies to be of the order  of 
5 km. Hence, entry vehicles of moderate lift-to-drag ratio capabilities can 
generate ample corr idors  fo r  navigatinn systems using state-of-the-art 
sensors.  
If the 
The corridor values attainable with ae ro  entry systems of moderate lift- 
Surface Propert ies  
Drift velocities at ground impact range f rom 36 to 76 fps for  the Schilling 
Upper Limit (132 mb) and Model 3 low density (10 mb) atmospheres, 
respectively, for  the extreme model atmospheres. 
module main parachute does not come into full equilibrium with the wind, 
particularly in the case of the low density atmosphere. 
Drift ranges are appreciable for  the Schilling atmosphere with maximum 
wind gradients, although drift range can be nulified by gliding the parachute, 
which has  ample lift- to-drag ratio capability for  this purpose. Alternatively, 
drift range can be cancelled by translational rockets. Propellant weights to 
cancel drift velocity and drift range are indicated in Chart  3. The penalties 
are small except for  the Schilling Upper Limit atmosphere with maximum 
wind gradient. 
Winds up to 200 fps were assumed in the analysis of lander performance. 
In all cases  the excursion 
5 
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CHART 3 
EFFECT OF WINDS 
a SCHILLING UPPER (132 mb) 
MSC 2 (25 mb) 
0 MSC 3 (10 mb) 
DRIFT CANCELLATION DRIFT AND RANGE 
CANCELLATION 
NO WITH NO WITH NO WITH 
GRADIENT GRADIENT GRADIENT GRADIENT GRADIENT GRADIENT 
Ascent trajectories were computed to determine the effects of the various 
atmosphere models on ascent performance. 
principal effect on the performance of the ascent maneuver was orbital  
altitude, which is sensitive to density and was selected to give a minimum 
life on orbit of 100 days. 
a given payload to orbit was reduced from 58,700 pounds to 45,400 pounds 
over the range of atmospheres considered. 
sensitive to uncertainties in the density and scale height of the atmosphere, 
but have a generally small  effect on overall performance. 
The results indicate that the 
The gross weight of the vehicle required to return 
D r a g  losses  were relatively 
Surface Ionization Laver 
Because of the possible enhanced ionization near the surface of Mars,  
electrical  breakdown may be encountered unless specific measures  and tes t  
procedures a r e  taken to avoid it. 
electromagnetic radiators,  a t  the frequencies given in Chart 4. 
generating systems on surface landers should be tested for breakdown in 
C02 - N atmospheres a t  reduced pressures .  
Should the surface ionization reach levels of the order  of 10 /sq cm the 
validity of the data on the atmosphere to be acquired by Mariner IV may be 
in doubt. This effect is severe primarily for Argon atmospheres, but can 
be serious for nitrogen atmospheres for short  periods after solar events. 
Performing the occultation experiment at two radio frequencies will deter-  
mine whether o r  not surface ionization is present. 
The breakdown may occur in CW or pulsed 
All power 
2 
6 
6 
CHART 4 
ELECTRICAL BREAKDOWN 
~~ ~ 
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o CW BREAKDOWN (IO MB ATMGSPHERE) 
FREQUENCY (MEGACYCLES) BREAKDOWN POWER DENSITY (WATTS/CM2) 
IO, OOO m 
3,  ooo 40 
1,m 6 
o PULSED BREAKDOWN (10 MB ATMOSPHERE) 
pR€AKE=WR AT ISfX Y4AZS,’CM2 
(1) PULSE DURATION 3 x I d 6  SEC 
(1  1) FREQUENCY 8500 MEGACYCLE 
o ALL POWER GENERATING SYSTEMS FOR MARS MISSION SHOULD BE TESTED FOR 
BREAKDOWN I N  CO,, N2 ATMOSPHERES AT REDUCED PRESSURE 
Surf ace Properties 
angle has a strong influence on leg  diameter if the coefficient of friction is 
high (see Chart 5). 
of friction. 
gear design. 
Reducing sink velocity has a pronounced effect, and should be achieved 
if  possible by equipping the lander vehicle with either mechanical or electronic 
vertical sink sensors. 
shutoff altitude of 4 ft. 
The results of a landing stability analysis indicate that surface slope 
This effect can be reduced by reducing the coefficient 
An increase in drift velocity does not have a l a r g e  effect on 
The impact velocity of 9.8 fps corresponds to a rocket 
CHART 5 
L A N D I N G  STABILITY ANALYSIS 
vert Hair 
Vel Vel 
(fpr) (fp) 
19.7 3 .3  
19.7 3.3 
19.7 3 .3  
19.7 6.6 
9.0 3.3 
19.7 3.3 
19.7 6.6 
9.8 3 .3  
19.7 3.3 
I O  
20 
30 
IO 
IO 
IO 
IO 
30 
IO 
Decel Coaff 
(Q g) of Fric 
6 1.0 
6 1.0 
6 1.0 
6 1.0 
6 1.0 
6 0.5 
6 0.5 
6 0.5 
6 1.0 
Leg Dim 
(ft) 
43 
54 
65 
46 
33 
35 
35 
37 
43 
*DOWNHILL LEG STRIKES OBSTACLE 
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Reducing the coefficient of friction has a pronounced effect on stability, 
particularly for l a r g e  slope angles. 
natural terrain may not be known, an  art if icial  coefficient of friction can be 
provided by proper selection of crushable materials in the pads. 
this purpose yield under relatively low shear loads, but remain stiff to normal 
loads. 
An obstacle on the downhill slope has little effect on system stability. 
However, an encounter with an obstacle during free fall would cause a signifi- 
cant increase in angular velocity, and danserously impair the chances for a 
stable landing. 
rover include terrain slope, bumps and mechanical features such as wheel 
width, wheel diameter and vehicle weight. 
trafficability of the surface rover, including the friction of the soil,  the soil  
density, and cohesion and sinkage factors. 
bility o r  drawbar pull is a function of the r o l l k i ~  resistence, which is deter-  
mined by the coefficient of friction of the soil; by the drag of the soil,  which 
is  a function of its coefficient of cohesion; by the work of compaction, which is 
a function of the sinkage factor of the soil; and by the bulldozing resistance, 
which is a complex function involving several  propertieis. Hence, traffica- 
bility is not a function solely of the surface bearing strenzth of the soil. 
soil and terrain properties (see Chart 6). The results indicate that the 
coefficient of friction does not have a large effect on trafficability except at 
low values; Soil density oa the other hand may have a s ip i f ican t  effect if 
deiisityvalues increase to 0.38 to ? . l u  psi. which a r e  
typical of very weak soils, have a disastrous effect 011 draw oar pull. Like- 
wise, a very small  dezree 01 cohetisivei.ess would reduce traificahility to J. 
The si .  kaze factor, 
diameter has a siznificaiit influence on trafficability, but that the weight of the 
vehicle and the wheel width a r e  not critical. 
If cohesive type soils are anticipated, indeed, soils with any degree of 
cohesiveness, a track-type vehicle should Le considered. 
In view of the sensitivity of the vehicle performance to uncertainties in 
soil properties, vehicle designs should be adopted which a r e  least  sensitive 
to adverse soil conditions, that is, track-type vehicles. Although some 
sacrifice in range would be involved with this vehicle design, the vehicle would 
be able to accommodate a wider range of soil  conditions. 
Although the coefficient of friction of the 
Materials f o r  
SDil pzrameters that affect the perfor32azce o r  tra€€icability e€ the surface 
Soil properties also affect the 
Generally speaking, the traffica- 
Typical rover vehicle designs were anlayzed for sensitivity to various 
Low values of lc 
C,  
also has a si:;nificailt i d lue  tce. 
Se.:sitivity to vehicle desigi, parameters indicates that effective wheel 
Manned Vehicle Sensitivitv Summarv 
~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~ ~ 
The results of the analyses of mission-environment interactions were com- 
bined with the sensitivity factors to obtain overall effects oil spacecraft z ross  
weight. 
Uncertainties in the atmosphere of the order  of 10 percent will cause 
small  changes in the design weight of the main spacecraft aero  entry system. 
Under the worst possible conditions, the aero  entry system would be requfred. 
to accommodate both the Schilling Upper Limit atmosphere and the Model 3 
The results a r e  shown in Chart 7. 
-
8 
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CHART 6 
TRAFFIC4BILITY SENSITIVITY 
k,*. kc, & , Y  
L I 4 
1oD P 300 
kc 
aD * 
L ~ ~ ~ 2 1  
0.02 0.01 0.06 0.06 0.10 0.12 
Y (0 us/INJ) 
1 
0.1 1 10 100 
kd 
I 1 1 
0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 
fr9 
TRAFFICABILITY SENSITIVITY 
W, b, D 
I 
W,@ POUNDS 
b, INCHES 
1 1 
0 5 10 15 20 
1 I 1 I 1 
0 50 100 150 200 
D, INCHES 
9 
f z  
~- ~ 
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atmosphere. The resulting increase in spacecraft gross weight would be 
about 1.8 percent. The excursion module is also sensitive to the atmosphere. 
Assuming the worst combination of atmospheres the resulting Cncrease in 
spacecraft gross weight due to allowances in the excursion module design are 
approximately 2.4 percent. The combined effects of the atmosphere on the 
spacecraft aero  capture system, excursion module decelerator, and ascent 
propulsion system result in increases i;; spacecraft gross weizht in Earth 
orbit of about 4.2 percent. 
The effect of winds on the overall spacecraft gross weight a r e  small, 
being less than 1 percent in all cases (except for the direct  landers). 
The effects of altering the meteoroid protection on spacecraft gross 
weight are complicated by the multiple shieids required for the aerc zntrxr I 
system: shields must be placed around the aero  entry system during transit  
to Mars, and jettisoned pr ior  to entry at  Mars. 
shield is required to protect the spacecraft during the return passage. 
Combining the total shield wei'ght effects due to uncertainties in the meteoroid 
environment of approximately 1 order  of magrlitude, results in a total increase 
in spacecraft gross weight of about 7. 5 percent. 
Effects of uncertainties in solar cosmic radiation Oi? spacecraft weight 
were found to be more  severe than any of the environmental factors considered, 
F o r  the nominal environment and a maximum crew recovery factor the shield 
thickness is approximately 10 gm/sq cm. 
shield thickness increases to 22 gm/sq  cm, resulting in a spacecraft gross 
weight penalty of 4.8 percent. In the worst situation of a maximum radiation 
dose arid no crew recovery the shield thickness is increased to 35 gm/sq cm, 
resulting in a weight penalty of 8. 3 percent. 
A second, inner meteoroid 
If no recovery factor is assumed the 
Experiments and Mission Payloads 
importance: solar cosmic radiation eiivironmen t , meteoroid environment , 
and atmospheric properties and biocontamination. The priorit ies were 
established on the basis of design feasibility, system weight, mission opera- 
tions, and mission system development requirements. 
interplanetary bus/orbiter,  descent capsule and lander. The weights fo r  
each experiment are tabulated, and the accumulated payload weights obtained 
by summing the experiments in the order  of their priorities. 
different modes, by spectrometers aboard the orbiting spacecraft, by low 
weight descent capsules, and by lander-based experiments. Spectrometer 
measurements f rom orbi ters  are  relatively complex to perform and are 
subject to a good deal of 'interpretation. 
phere properties in this manner is lowest of the three methods but may be 
adequate for purposes of designing a manned system. 
very modest weight and experiment payload i s  capable of defining the atmos- 
phere to good accuracies and is particularly useful because of information 
gained about the altitude variations of the properties of the atmosphere. 
A priority l ist  for experiments i s  given in Chart 8 iil the order  of their 
The experiments are grouped by mission mode, in Chart  9, including 
Essential  data on the atmosphere of Mars can be obtained by three 
The accuracy of defining the atmos- 
A descent capsule of 
11 
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CHART 8 
ATM OSpii ERE 
THERM0 
PRESSURE 
TEMPERATURE 
CHEMICAL COMP 
ELECTRICAL PROP 
2 2 I I 
- 2 - - 
I ON OS f" ERE - 2 2 - 
SURFACE IONIZATION I I I I 
DIURNAL AND SEASONAL EFFECTS 2 2 I - 
METEOROLOGY 
WINDS 
CLOUDS 
DUST STORMS 
CLIMATE 
SURFACE CONDITIONS 
SURFACE COMP 
SOIL PROPERTIES 
TOPOGRAPHY 
RA DI OACT IV I TY 
SEISMIC ACT 
AREOLOGY 
BIOLOGY 
RADIATION ENVIRONMENT 
COSMIC RAD SURFACE 
COSMIC RAD - CISMARTIAN 
UV RAD AT SURFACE 
2 
2 
3 
I 
I 2 2 
I 2 2 
I 2 2 
- I I 
(SEE SURFACE CONDITIONS) 
I 2 2 
METEOROID ENVIRONMENT 2 3 I I 
GENERAL 
ALBEDO - ABSORP 
MAG FIELD 
GRAV FIELD 
50% 
25% 
20% 
60% 
3 HIGH PRIORITY 
I LOWPRlORlTY 
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, 
PARTICLE FLUX (HIGH ENERGY 
i%TiCLi F i U X  
ION CHAMBER 
TRAPPED RADIATION DETECTOR 
MAGNETOMETER 
METEOROID ENVIRON. (STL) 
MICROMETEOROID ENVIRON 
N 
UV SPECTROMETER 
IONOSPHERE EXP 
IR RADIOMETER 
IR SPECTROMETER 
ACCELEROMETERS 
PRESSURE, TEMP 
GAS COMPOSITION 
N 
SOLAR COSMIC RADIATION 
CELL GROWTH 
TURBIDITY A N D  PH 
N 
M A S S  SPECTROMETER 
ANEMOMETER 
UV DETECTOR 
SURFACE IONIZATION 
SURFACE PROPERTIES 
SEISMOMETER 
VISIBLE INTENSITY 
X-RAY DIFFRACTOMETER 
CORE AND MILL 
CHART 9 
BUS/ORBITER 
RATING 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
I 
I 
DESCENT CAPSULE 
J 
LANDER 
L 
L 
L 
L 
II 
L 
II 
WEIGHT 
(LBS) 
10 
2.5 
1.3 
4 
5 
5 
8 
17 
22 
3 
3 
29 
1.0 
0.5 
2 .0  
15 
1.3 
4 
4 
17 
6 
I 
0.5 
1.5 
13 
8 
0.5 
IO 
30 
WEIGHT 
SUMMATI ON 
U S )  
IO 
!2.5 
13.8 
18 
23 
28 
36 
53 
75 
78 
81 
110 
1.0 
1.5 
3 .5  
18.5 
1.3 
4.3 
8.3 
25.3 
31.3 
32.3 
32.8 
34.3 
47.3 
55.3 
55.8 
65.8 
95.8 
13 
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The surface properties experiment should be given priority on the initial 
landings because of the implications on the design of the surface landers and 
rover  vehicles. These data c a n  be acquired with relatively modest experi- 
ment weights, and need not be augmented with complex soil  analyzer equip- 
merits. 
a valuable surface properties experiment. 
atmosphere yield data of marginal importance in relation to the weight and 
complexity of the experiments, and probably should not be seriously considered 
for incorporation into the initial landers. 
photographic mapping exercises designed to yield cloud cover information 
L ucLauac ^ -  __- . ef the serious A -e-*-;.. b.rtuAA emects imposed upoc the spacecraft comrmiEica- 
tion system. 
Photographic mapping exercises are of vital importance for the scientific 
studies of the planet as well as for gathering important topological informa- 
tion necessary to select landing sites for  the initial manned missions. 
ever ,  it should be noted that the mapping experiments dominate the space- 
craf t  data gathering, processing and transmission requirements, and must be 
carefully planned to avoid excessive requirements. 
capability is mandatory fo r  landing s i te  selection. A photo-mapper package 
should be considered for an early orbiter mission. 
Bio-contamination is a most difficult environmental factor to analyze, 
and experiments are difficult to propose that are meaningful to the manned 
mission. Decontamination procedures for the lander crews will be required, 
and offer a better approach to  the problem than do repeated experiments to 
define the existence and nature of possibly hostile life forms. 
A miniturized surface rover, properly instrumented, would constitute 
Meteorological experiments involving the use of balloons deployed into the 
Careful attention must be given to 
How- 
High resolution photo 
Unmanned Spacecraft Svstems 
Preliminary designs indicate that an  orbi ter  bus weighs approximately 18 50 
pounds, a survivable lander 700 pounds, and a photo mapper package for  use 
aboard an orbiter approximately 400 pounds. 
are included o r  can be supported on the bus/orbiter,  and 56 pounds on the 
landers; these scientific payloads include all priority experiments as defined 
during pr ior  phases of the study. 
An effective spacecraft system can be launched by an Atlas Centaur plus 
kick stage booster. 
orbi ter  plus lander plus high resolution mapper packages in 1971 and 1973; 
however, in 1975 the payloadcapability is sufficient to launch an orbi ter  
only, with intermediate resolution mapper capability. 
Eighty pounds of experiments 
It is possible using this launch system to inject an 
14 
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5. RELATION TO NASA PROGRAMS 
The results of ihe study will iaflue;?ce other NASA programs in the 
following ma--- m e r :  
1. 
2. 
- -. 
4. 
5. 
Experimeiit payloads have been defized for  uzmani:ed precursor 
proaes to acqzire raeasilreme;ats o l  the most sigsi1icai-t elements of 
the Martiail and Cismartian envirorment that stropgly affect the 
desisi: of the ma::ned M a r s  mission. Coiisideratioa should be given 
to these measurement requfremer-ts so chat the forthcoming ucmanned 
probes to the plaLie: M a r s  ca; be equipped with the experiments 
reeded to make a realistic design and plaiining program for the 
manned Mars  missio z systems. 
Experimeiit requireme- :’is which are beyond the presezt state of the 
a r t  have beer: proposed, particclarly for the meas-:reme.;lt 02 the 
meeeoroid envlro:-:mezt. 
oi’ the meteoroid erviroc-me-; 3ased upo._ cew experimectal t ech iques  
developed a t  TRW Systems a r e  outliired, acd should be give11 con- 
sidezatioa for izcorporation i:-..to payloads aboard ear ly  u:=.maimed 
flights to Mars .  1;i additioE, serious coi-lsideratioii should L e  givei- 
to experiment teck iques  for a Setter resolutioz of :lie deiisity and 
scale heighk of the Martiaii. atmosphere, which has a stroag h e a r i q  
oil tile feasibility oi retroLraki.::.z ai-d parachLzte desceid withir- Che 
Mars  atmosphere. 
the aimosphere to the accuracy a: .d coi>fidei-:.ce level required, 
,ecessitate the i::.jectio;r of a;.?. ezti.;. czpsule into the Martiazi atmos- 
pherc. 
of this measur  erile. t , 
PossiZle approaches to t3c measurernect 
Experimeiit tech;3.iques for :he measnremez1.t of 
Earljr co. . ~ ide i -&i~ i>  should be given CS the  accomplishment 
It i s  appare;:.t Liat the properties or‘ t!Ie Kai-tiai-i atmosphere may 
crafli, he-cce, experime::.iis sliould Le coiiducted at  an early date to 
establish -mea:ii-..gful desig- cr i ter ia  for  these vehicles as well as 
for the ear ly  manned missioii vehicles. 
1:ave a ~ic:.-s;fi.-a:-;i . __ - _ _  eC ~ i e c t  o r  the d e s i p  of u:imaniied precursor space- 
c 
The ii-teraction between the interplanetary missions and the presently 
planned o r  in-development manned programs should be established 
as ear ly  as possible. Uafortunately, these i iteractions canrot be 
defined to  a satisfactory degree unless the feasibility of operational 
modes such as the use of aerodynamic brakiiig in €he Martian 
atmospnere is established. Heilce, the feasibility of certain manned 
planetary missio;: modes that have a strong effect upor the spacecraft 
design should L e  established so ihat the interrelationship between 
man:ed planetary and e x i s t i q  maL:.:ed programs can be established. 
The ai,al-,rses 02 ‘ii3.e smsi t iv i ty  of mai::;ed systems to iuterp1a::etary 
i’ ad i ;L I: i 01- a zd me t e o r o id e -- vir o ::.m e n t have L. e e I-. ail a1 ;-zed , wit 11 
results i&t a;-e dii-ecil-,r applicakle ‘io lo;-.; dui-a’iioi maimed missions 
of these icteractioils a r e  ide.:tical, experlmezits d e s i p c d  to makc 
necessary ineasuremeiits of the Cismartiail environment will be 
directly applicable to the Earth-lunar manned programs as well. 
i-- L- EaT-tll-oiil A - ;ti--,. LA,  s’;atioiis, or  01- lwar  Zasc statio:-s. Since maiiy 
15 
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6. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 
The following recommendations for further work a r e  made: 
1. A need for  extensive Earth-based experiments to determine the 
effectiveness of solar radiation shielding, and man's tolerance to 
the solar radiation environment are recommended. The solar 
radiation environment potentially has a very strong effect upon 
the feasibility and weight of the manned M a r s  mission syst'eqk. 
Research programs should be established to determine meaningful 
design cr i ter ia  in this area. 
1. Several a reas  in which iiew instriiinentaticn s h e ~ l d  be developed in 
order to be  able  to perform meaningful measurements to the 
Martian and Cismartian environment a r e  indicated, particularly 
in the a r e a  of defining the meteoroid environment, measurement of 
surface properties, and T V  mapping for selection of landing sites. 
3. A bascially new approach to the measurement of the meteoroid 
environment must be established in order to acquire meaningful data 
for shielding design purposes. In particular, data on the masses, 
velocity, and trajectory characterist ics of the particles, for  s izes  
of particles applicable to the design of the manned system should be 
obtained. 
ment of meteoroid f lux  and trajectory characteristics in the vicinity 
of Mars should be examined further. 
The approach suggested by TRW Systems for the measure- 
4. The experimental measurements of meteoroid environment should be 
supported with analytical studies to determine the nature and origin 
of the meteoroid particles. In particular, the efforts described 
herein to establish the possible contribution of aerodynamic capture 
of meteoroids in the vicinity of planets should be extended to other 
planets and to the implications on themeteoroid enviro:imeat in 
interplanetary space, Iii particular, new statistical estimates of the 
velocityspextra of meteoroids should be made based upon the com- 
prehensive studies of trajectory characterist ics of the meteoroids. 
5. The design of a surface property experiment using a miniature surface 
rover should be examined. 
directly affected by surface properties, the surface properties can 
b e  deduced by the careful observation of the surface rover as it 
t raverses  a typical surface terrain.  
is capable of covering a far greater a r ea  than can be achieved by 
core and dr i l l  experiments o r  conventional surface bearing strength 
experiments in the immediate vicinity of the lander. 
Since the performance of such a rover is 
This type of an experiment 
16 
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6 ,  Careful analysis should be given to the interaction of a possible 
surface ionization layer on the results of a flyby occultation experi- 
ment to determine the properties of the atmosphere. Such analysis 
would indicate precisely the interrelationshipr between the possible 
surface ionization layer and the surface density and scale height as 
predicted by an occultation experiment. 
would help to determine possible discrepancies between measure- 
ments of the properties of the atmosphere by Earth-based spectro- 
meters  and by the occultation experiment. 
The results of this analysis 
7 .  Much-more consideration should be given to the study and develop- 
ment of bio-contamination aspects of the manned lander rfi'rssions. 
Decontamination techniques should be established through analytical 
and experimental programs in order to establish procedures and 
techniques suitable for application to the manned Mars mission. 
This is particularly desirable in view of the fact that unmanned 
precursors  will not be able to establish the existence in nature of 
possible pathogenic life forms  on Mars  with the satisfactory degree 
of confidence to  permit man to land on the surface without having 
recourse to de contaminat ion procedures . 
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